Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

Dr. Maslow hypothesized that people are motivated by a hierarchy of needs. Each individual’s needs must be satisfied at the lower levels before they progress to higher, more complex levels. Some of us never get past level 3. Where are you?
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article 6: Maslow’s hierarchy, societal change and the knowledge worker revolution.
This article connects Maslow's well known explanation of human actions to the changes that are going on in society at present to make an argument for the way that knowledge workers can best be managed in the interests of achieving the best results for the business. The article provides a background of understanding for developing the tools for leading and motivating Knowledge Workers.

Central is the simple argument that to do what you do well you must be enjoying what you do. Competitive businesses need their employees to be doing what they are doing well in order to prosper in the competitive marketplace.

Maslow's theory describes what people need to be doing to enjoy themselves.

Other material included describes research into knowledge workers attitudes – attitudes that are determined by the developmental status of society. It can be argued that as society has progressed with economic development individuals have climbed Maslow's hierarchy. The latest change ("The Knowledge Worker Revolution") is simply a further progression that is the inevitable result of economic development.

**Maslow and the Knowledge Worker Revolution**


Dr. Maslow hypothesized that people are motivated by a hierarchy of needs. The hierarchy he described may be drawn as follows:

![Figure Describing Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs](http://www.pateo.com/images/maslowmaster4ts.gif)

Maslow's theory requires that:

- Each individual's needs must be satisfied at the lower levels before they progress to the higher, more complex levels.
- When low-level needs are satisfied, individuals are no longer motivated by them.
- As each level of needs is met, individual's progress to higher-level motivators.
- All the needs are always present.

It can be reasonably hypothesized (See Sidebar: "Why Knowledge Workers are Self-Actualizing") that Knowledge Workers must be looking for motivation from the highest levels of the triangle – Self-Actualization.

Maslow described the characteristics of the Self-Actualized Person as follows:

- Are realistically oriented
- Accept other people for what they are
- Are spontaneous in thinking, emotions, and behavior
- Are problem-centered rather than self-centered
- Need privacy
Are autonomous, independent, and able to remain true to themselves in the face of rejection or unpopularity

Have a continuous freshness of appreciation

Have mystic or oceanic experiences although not necessarily religious

Identify with mankind

Have deep meaningful relationships with a few people

Have a democratic structure and judge people as individuals

Have highly developed ethics

Resist total conformity to culture

These characteristics, coupled with the motivational needs described by Maslow (outlined in diagram above), provide some tools for understanding how to motivate Knowledge Workers.

Most Knowledge Workers have no need to worry about their physiological, security, and safety needs, so these basic, low-level needs no longer motivate their actions, although the needs are always present. Many people are today motivated primarily by social, esteem, and self-actualizing needs.

Everyone needs to be loved, to be accepted, and to belong. Individuals join social, religious, fraternal, and educational organizations to fulfill this psychological need.

Esteem needs are a step higher in Maslow's hierarchy. In addition to being merely accepted and belonging, people want to be heard, to be appreciated, and to be wanted. People want to feel important and need status.

At the highest level are self-actualizing needs. People seek to achieve their highest potential through professional, philanthropic, political, educational, and artistic channels. These needs, according to Maslow's concept, become important only when all social and ego needs have been satisfied.

In a team, particularly one with a wide age range, it is likely that individuals' needs will be at various levels on the motivational ladder. Those team members at the highest levels – probably a majority – will probably be motivated by a wider variety of needs than those people at lower stages. Additionally the wide ethnic diversity present in the Knowledge Worker population will increase the variability of factors that will motivate team members. These factors lead to the increasing need for people to be treated highly individually if they are to be well motivated.

All these factors can add synergistically so that a top quality team, 'on a roll', becomes almost unbeatable. Teams operating at this high performance level represent the peak in human efficiency, creativity and innovation. Hence the creation of business environments designed to engender and support such teams is increasingly a major objective for businesses that want to remain competitive.

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

Citation: Huit, W. (2004). Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Educational Psychology
Abraham Maslow (1954) attempted to synthesize a large body of research related to human motivation. Prior to Maslow, researchers generally focused separately on such factors as biology, achievement, or power to explain what energizes, directs, and sustains human behavior. Maslow posited a hierarchy of human needs based on two groupings: deficiency needs and growth needs. Within the deficiency needs, each lower need must be met before moving to the next higher level. Once each of these needs has been satisfied, if at some future time a deficiency is detected, the individual will act to remove the deficiency. The first four levels are:

1) Physiological: hunger, thirst, bodily comforts, etc.;
2) Safety/security: out of danger;
3) Belonginess and Love: affiliate with others, be accepted; and
4) Esteem: to achieve, be competent, gain approval and recognition.

According to Maslow, an individual is ready to act upon the growth needs if and only if the deficiency needs are met. Maslow's initial conceptualization included only one growth need–self-actualization. Self-actualized people are characterized by:

1) being problem-focused;
2) incorporating an ongoing freshness of appreciation of life;
3) a concern about personal growth; and
4) the ability to have peak experiences.

Maslow later differentiated the growth need of self-actualization, specifically naming two lower-level growth needs prior to general level of self-actualization (Maslow & Lowery, 1998) and one beyond that level (Maslow, 1971). They are:

5) Cognitive: to know, to understand, and explore;
6) Aesthetic: symmetry, order, and beauty;
7) Self-actualization: to find self-fulfillment and realize one’s potential; and

Self-transcendence: to connect to something beyond the ego or to help others find self-fulfillment and realize their potential.

Maslow’s basic position is that as one becomes more self-actualized and self-transcendent, one becomes more wise (develops wisdom) and automatically knows what to do in a wide variety of situations. Daniels (2001) suggests that Maslow’s ultimate conclusion that the highest levels of self-actualization are transcendent in their nature may be one of his most important contributions to the study of human behavior and motivation.

Norwood (1999) proposes that Maslow’s hierarchy can be used to describe the kinds of information that individual’s seek at different levels. For example, individuals at the lowest level seek coping information in order to meet their basic needs. Information that is not directly connected to helping a person meet his or her needs in a very short time span is simply left unattended. Individuals at the safety level need helping information. They seek
to be assisted in seeing how they can be safe and secure. Enlightening information is sought by individuals seeking to meet their belongingness needs. Quite often this can be found in books or other materials on relationship development. Empowering information is sought by people at the esteem level. They are looking for information on how their ego can be developed. Finally, people in the growth levels of cognitive, aesthetic, and self-actualization seek edifying information. While Norwood does not specifically address the level of transcendence, I believe it safe to say that individuals at this stage would seek information on how to connect to something beyond themselves or to how others could be edified.

Maslow published his first conceptualization of his theory over 50 years ago (Maslow, 1943) and it has since become one of the most popular and often cited theories of human motivation. An interesting phenomenon related to Maslow’s work is that in spite of a lack of evidence to support his hierarchy, it enjoys wide acceptance (Wahba & Bridgwell, 1976; Soper, Milford & Rosenthal, 1995).

The few major studies that have been completed on the hierarchy seem to support the proposals of William James (1892/1962) and Mathes (1981) that there are three levels of human needs. James hypothesized the levels of material (physiological, safety), social (belongingness, esteem), and spiritual. Mathes proposed the three levels were physiological, belongingness, and self-actualization; he considered security and self-esteem as unwarranted. Alderfer (1972) developed a comparable hierarchy with his ERG (existence, relatedness, and growth) theory. His approach modified Maslow’s theory based on the work of Gordon Allport (1960, 1961) who incorporated concepts from systems theory into his work on personality.

**Alderfer’s Hierarchy of Motivational Needs**

Maslow recognized that not all personalities followed his proposed hierarchy. While a variety of personality dimensions might be considered as related to motivational needs, one of the most often cited is that of introversion and extroversion. Reorganizing Maslow’s hierarchy based on the work of Alderfer and considering the introversion/extroversion dimension of personality results in three levels, each with an introverted and extroverted component. This organization suggests there may be two aspects of each level that differentiate how people relate to each set of needs. Different personalities might relate more to one dimension than the other. For example, an introvert at the level of Other/Relatedness might be more concerned with his or her own perceptions of being included in a group, whereas an extrovert at that same level would pay more attention to how others value that membership.

**A Reorganization of Maslow’s and Alderfer’s Hierarchies**

At this point there is little agreement about the identification of basic human needs and how they are ordered. For example, Ryan & Deci (2000) also suggest three needs, although they are not necessarily arranged hierarchically: the need for autonomy, the need for competence, and the need for relatedness. Thompson, Grace and Cohen (2001) state the most important needs for children are connection, recognition, and power. Nohria, Lawrence, and Wilson (2001) provide evidence from a sociobiology theory of motivation that humans have four basic needs:

1. acquire objects and experiences;

2. bond with others in long-term relationships of mutual care and commitment;
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(3) learn and make sense of the world and of ourselves; and
(4) to defend ourselves, our loved ones, beliefs and resources from harm.

The Institute for Management Excellence (2001) suggests there are nine basic human needs:

1. security,
2. adventure,
3. freedom,
4. exchange,
5. power,
6. expansion,
7. acceptance,
8. community, and
9. expression.

Notice that bonding and relatedness are a component of every theory. However, there do not seem to be any others that are mentioned by all theorists. Franken (2001) suggests this lack of accord may be a result of different philosophies of researchers rather than differences among human beings. In addition, he reviews research that shows a person's explanatory or attributional style will modify the list of basic needs. Therefore, it seems appropriate to ask people what they want and how their needs could be met rather than relying on an unsupported theory. For example, Waitley (1996) advises having a person imagine what life would be like if time and money were not an object in a person's life. That is, what would the person do this week, this month, next month, if he or she had all the money and time needed to engage in the activities and were secure that both would be available again next year. With some follow-up questions to identify what is keeping the person from happening now, this open-ended approach is likely to identify the most important needs of the individual.

There is much work still to be done in this area before we can rely on a theory to be more informative than simply collecting and analyzing data. However, this body of research can be very important to parents, educators, administrators and others concerned with developing and using human potential. It provides an outline of some important issues that must be addressed if human beings are to achieve the levels of character and competencies necessary to be successful in the information age.
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“HUBRIS: Selling The Iraq War” Is Based On Book, Co-Written By NBC News National Investigative Correspondent, Michael Isikoff, And MSNBC Contributor & Mother jones Washington Bureau Chief, David Corn.... - 1,862 views

SUPER-SIZING BIG GOVERNMENT & BIG FAST FOOD + MINIMUM WAGE MYTH: How You The Taxpayer Subsidizes Employees Of McDonald’s, Burger King, Wendy’s, Wal-Mart, etc. With Billion$ Because Those Giants Pay Su... - 1,856 views

Why Would You EVER Trust A Salesman! Wayne LaPierre, VP Of The NRA, Is Always Selling More Guns Any Way He Can! When President Obama Promotes The Keystone XL Oil Pipeline, You Need To Know Who's Payin... - 1,848 views

Incorporation, Capitalism, Media Hypocrisy & Penn State University Football Child Molestation Cases That Now Run 24-7 On All Sports Channels! You Don't See The Connection? Read On! - 1,847 views

IRAQ TODAY: BUSH’S PROMISES VS. THE TRUTH! Former President, George W. Bush, Told Us, “The War Will Pay For Itself”, And, “Saddam Was Complicit With Osama bin Laden, But We Will Bring Democracy To Ira... - 1,839 views

GLOBAL CAPITALISM’S FATAL FLAWS! Earth Demands An Alternative Economic System To Replace This Scam, Which Fails
Southern Poverty Law Center
President & Co-Founder, NAACP...
- 1,789 views

NYPD’s ‘STOP & FRISK’ Policy
Ruled UNCONSTITUTIONAL. By
Federal Judge – But NOT On ‘CBS
2 News at 6PM’! - 1,785 views

Broadcasters Drop Fight Against
Campaign Ad Transparency Ruling
By FCC! It’s A Step, But A Small
One. This Generally Means Those
Sharks Have Found Another Way
to Skin This Cat! In ‘McCurcheon
v. FEC’,... - 1,784 views

OBAMA’S KILLER DRONE WAR
FAILURES Exposed By 4-Former
Air Force Drone Operators! Drone
Operators Refer To Children On
Their Screens As, “Fun-Sized
Terrorists” & “Cutting The Grass
Before It Grows Too ...
- 1,774 views

Israel’s NUCLEAR NETANYAHU
Speaks In US Congress At
Invitation Of Republicans, Trying
To Embarrass Obama. But Nobody
– Including Our MSM – Asks Any
Of These Questions: 1) Why
Doesn’t Nuclear Power ISR...
- 1,765 views

SECRET TRANS-PACIFIC
PARTNERSHIP (TPP) DEAL
EXPOSED AT LAST! Full Text Of
TPP (Monsanto’s Dream Trade
Deal AKA Obama’s FTA), Is Much
Worse Than Anyone Thought
(Except For Tobacco, That Is)!
Only 1-Iss...
- 1,760 views

EDUCATION SEGREGATION!
“What Happens When We Provide
The Same Education To Others
That Is Typically Afforded To The
Children Of The Lucky, The
Entitled & The Rich?” NYS State
Prison Inmate Debate Team...
- 1,759 views

CROWDS ON DEMAND ORG. –
Crowd Or Hologram! Astroturfing
To The nth Degree. Deep-Pocket
Corporations & Politicians Or Just
A-List Wannabes Can ‘Rent A
Crowd’ To Augment Or Replace
Loud, Numerically Imp...
- 1,756 views

Cuban Communist Socialist Drug,
HEBERPROT-P, Could Mean End
Of Amputations For Diabetic Foot
Ulcers. Cuban Medicine Differs
From USA Because Cuba
Researches Rx To Help The Most
People (UTILITARIANISM)... -
1,755 views

FAST TRACK & TRANS-PACIFIC
PARTNERSHIP (TPP): IMMINENT
& PRESENT DANGER! Obama
Does 180, Reverses Liberal
Appearances & Proves He Is As
Right-Wing/Conservative/Pro-Big
Biz As Any GOPer Ever Was! B.O.
... - 1,751 views

Bush Administration’s TOP 40 LIES
About WAR & TERRORISM! There
Were Of Course A Piletora Of
Bushite Lies, Which Concerned
Other Subject Matter. But Since
You Have Forgotten Bush’s Horrific
Economic Le...
- 1,748 views
ANESTHESIA AWARENESS:
During Operation, Unintended Insufficient General Anesthesia Renders Patient Physically Immobile But Mentally Acutely Aware Of Pain. Another Aspect Of IATROGENESIS: Injury Or Death...

ERIC HOLDER, Former Attorney General Under President Obama, Is A Perfect Example Of A PREMEDITATED 'Black/White' Politician! This Is Not A Veiled Reference To Skin Color. 'Black/White' Refers To Politic...

CAPITALISM MYTH – Everyone In America Can Succeed And Become Wealthy Under “Capitalism!” No Economic System Could Achieve That! What, You Didn’t Know?


REPUBLICANLAND: A Parallel Universe! GOP Presidential Candidates All Agree On Same Lies Repeating Them Ad Nauseam & Fox News Reiterates & Reinforces Those Falsehoods!

The OIL DECEPTION SCAM! I Created A Spreadsheet For My Heating Oil Deliveries In 2001 And Have Updated It Assiduously Ever Since. And I Use The Same Local Oil Company. On February 25, 2015, The Rate W...

ADDICTION! The War On Drugs Is An Utter Failure (That Is An Indisputable Fact) Because The Rationale Is Dead Wrong! “It isn’t what we don’t know that gives us trouble; it’s what we know that ain’t so!...

‘MAJORITY OF THE MAJORITY’: AKA The ‘Hastert Rule’! Just One More Republican Anti-American, Self-Serving Duplicitous Ploy You May Not Know About! Is This FAIR To Americans? You Tell Me! Democrats Have...

Why We Must NATIONALIZE 3 INDUSTRIES! These 3 Industries Lust For War So They Can Maximize Their Profits. They Have No Moral Or Ethical Motivations. We Cannot Continue To Capitalize War As A Growth In...

U.S. STOCK MARKET
ROLLERCOASTER Has Nothing To Do With CHINESE STOCK MARKET ROLLERCOASTER – But Europe, Wall Street & Obama Want Us To Believe They Are Joined At The Hip! Wall Street’s ‘Black Monday’ Ex...

CLASS WAR & REDISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH: 2-Terms Invoked By GOP Politicos To Make Average Folk Feel Guilty! I Know Because They Used To Shame Me. Republicans Are Very Clever At Psychological Warfare. The...

AMERICAN FASCISM! Ralph Nader Expounds On How Big Business Has Taken Control of the U.S. Government & How President Obama Acts Like A Republican – Nader Leaves It To Tabacco To Explain Why – And I Do ...

WHY USA POLITICIANS WANT WAR STALEMATE, NOT VICTORY! 2 Voices Of Reason In The Wilderness Of American Middle East ‘Foreign Policy’: AKA Destabilization, Militarism, War & ‘No Boots On The Ground’ & UN...

At 91 Theodore Bikel Dies, But His Legacy Lives! Actor, Folk Singer, Composer, Activist, Politically Fair, Logical, Zionist & Liberal Speaks Out On Israel & Palestine! 'Fiddler On The Roof', Original ...

STOCK MARKETS Are RIGGED! Michael Lewis' New Book 'Flash Boys' Explains Mechanism Skimmers Deploy To Intercept Buy Orders In High-Frequency Algorithmic Trading At BATS EXCHANGE To Skim Profit Off The...

Question: “What Is The ‘Tea Party’?” Answer: “King Solomon’s ‘Cut The Baby In Half If I Can’t Have It All’ Mock-Mother”! The Tea Party Is More Than Willing To Destroy America To Get What They Want – P...

WHAT DID WE EXPECT? The George W. Bush Regime In 2003 Initiated War On Iraq, Killing Hundreds Of Thousands Of Muslims As 'Collateral Damages', Disingenuously Alleging Saddam Hussein's Involvement In 9...

CHARTER SCHOOLS! Educational Salvation Or Another Capitalist PRIVATIZATION Plot To Get Rich Quick At The Expense Of Our Children? A Real Solution To America's UNDEREDUCATION – Tabacco Editorial

NIKOLA TESLA: America’s Greatest Genius Inventor! Tesla Championed Alternating Current, Which We Still Use Today, While Thomas Edison Championed Direct Current, Which Loses Potency As It Travels Along... - 1,592 views

Attention DRAFTNIKS! NFL Interactive Trade Chart Values For Draft Day Trades – Now We All Know How Teams Value Numerically Each Drafting Position. Of Course Redskins Ignored Chart When Trading Position... - 1,591 views

CAPITALISM’S OPEN SoRES – DC: From Shutdown To Family Feuds! Democrats & Republicans Legislate Finally, But Internal Strife Is Order Of The Day. What It Does Include: Mitigates SEQUESTRATION! What It ... - 1,581 views

Dr. Margaret Chan, Head Of World Health Organization (WHO), Says Capitalistic, Profit-Only Pharmaceutical Companies’ Inaction Is The Reason EBOLA Thrives! “Because Ebola has historically been confined... - 1,573 views

CAPITALISM’S CANNIBALISM: Germany Swallowing Greece In Bits & Pieces! From Greece To Puerto Rico, Financial Rules Rigged To Favor Top 1% – AUSTERITY, For Example! BERNIE SANDERS Discusses Debt Crisis ... - 1,568 views

Karl Rove’s Secret GOP Kingdom! So You Thought “Bush’s Brain” Was Politically “Dead”? No, Today Rove Runs The Republican Party With An Iron Fist! CRAIG UNGER: He (Roger Ailes) had a proposal back then... - 1,558 views

ANNOUNCEMENT! Tabacco’s CULINARY Blog Is Up & Running Just In Time For Thanksgiving! Advisory 2 - 1,554 views

2 Vietnamese Deaths Prove Avian Flu Resistant To Roche’s Tamiflu (oseltamivir) – What now? How Would You Feel If Your Doctor, Nurse Or Surgeon Were Blind? Well The Annual Flu Shot Is Created By Blind ... - 1,543 views

CNN & Compatriots Praise POPE FRANCIS With Overkill That Drove Me To Distraction! Then I Watched Democracy Now! & Saw The Light: DN! Covers Pope Praising Americans, Abraham Lincoln, Martin Luther King... - 1,542 views


POLITICS IS A DIRTY BUSINESS! But Politicians’ Diabolically Underhanded Tactics Are Not That Different From Tactics Of Prepubescent Children. Children Are Mischievous, Imitative &
Selfish -- Politician...

ROBOCALLS: “Do You Trust Iran?”
This Refers To President’s Proposed Nuclear Deal With Iran. The TRICK Is NOT TO ALLOW REPUBLICANS TO SET THE AGENDA! These Robocalls Emanate From The GOP, Of That There... - 1,516 views

8 MAJOR SILICON VALLEY TECH FIRMS (Google, Apple, Yahoo, Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter Inc., LinkedIn Corp., and AOL Inc.) Write Open Letter In Major Newspapers To Obama Urging Him To Curb Unconstitui... - 1,508 views

AMERICAN CIA IS NOT DOING WHAT IT WAS CREATED TO DO! Covert Espionage, Assassination, Regime Change, Creating Universal Bad Image For USA? HELL YES! Spying & Predicting Foreign Affairs? ZERO! ‘Central... - 1,508 views

NSA Pursuing The “QUANTUM COMPUTER”, Which Will Decode Any And All Encryptions. Apparently Europeans Are Also In Same Pursuit. Is There No End To Governments' Nefarious Activities Against Their Own Ci... - 1,503 views

First It Was The Southern States In The USA. Then It Was The European Rulers In South Africa. (Don't Forget Caesar's Romans, Alexander's Greeks and Napoleon’s French). Now It's Israeli Jews In That Eu... - 1,501 views

When Ali Pulled “Rope-A-Dope” On Foreman & Leonard “Hit & Ran” Duran Into “No Mas!”, Those Weren't Examples Of Courage, But At Least They Were In The Same Ring! USA Drones, Flying Over Muslim Countrie... - 1,500 views

Short, Terse Explanation Of How & Why Conservatives Are Trying To Sabotage ObamaCare (The Affordable Care Act Of 2010) – Chris Hayes Of MSNBC's ‘All In With Chris Hayes’ - 1,496 views

Northwestern University Football Players Denied Quest To Form 1st College Players Union At 17 Private Institutions! Universities Profit Immensely From Sports Programs While Most Athletes Would Not Eve... - 1,491 views

MIT Scientist: 50% Of Children Will Have AUTISM By 2050! Suspected Villain: GLYPHOSATE TOXICITY In Monsanto's Pesticide, ‘ROUNDUP’. Unless We Act Now, Your Next Generation Of Children Stands A Chance ... - 1,481 views

"THE ART OF WAR" by Sun Tzu, 5th Century BC China – His Principles Explain Why Brits Held Out Against Nazis In WWII, Why USA Beat Brits In Revolutionary War But Lost Vietnam War, Why General Robert E... - 1,478 views

Another? Oil Prices Have Fallen From $4.00/gallon+ to $2.30/gallon. If Oil Prices Continue To Fall & You Have To Layo...
- 1,405 views

THE FRENCH TERRORIST ATTACKS! Liberte, Egalite, Fraternite (Liberty, Equality, Fraternity)! What The French Have Omitted From That Famous Phrase Is HYPOCRISIE! As With Americans, The French Are "Full ...
- 1,404 views

DEATH BURIAL INSURANCE: One Of The Biggest Scams Ever Perpetrated On Mankind! Why Do You Give A Rat's Ass What Happens To Your Corpse After You Die? So Long As You Refer To It As "Life Insurance", You...
- 1,393 views

Turning Point Or Global Disaster? Paris Accord Is Too Little, Too Late – The Only Real Solution To Carbon Emissions & Global Warming Is DE-CARBONIZE: LEAVE FOSSIL FUELS IN THE GROUND! No More Coal, No...
- 1,389 views

PBA Boss, PATRICK LYNCH, In Fight To Keep His Job! After Leading A Virulent Campaign Against NYC Mayor, Bill de Blasio, Which Includes Blaming Both The Mayor And Peaceful Black Protestors For The Deat...
- 1,386 views

SEN. CHUCK SCHUMER Announced He Will Oppose Obama's Iranian Deal. Why? What Were His Motives The Last Few Weeks In Saying, "I Have Not Made Up My Mind"? Answer: Schumer Was Announcing To WAR PROFITEER...
- 1,369 views

Most Republican Presidential Candidates Say They Don't Believe The Earth Is Having A 'Meltdown', That Global Warming Is A Figment Of Democratic Imagination, And That If It Is Happening, It's Not Our F...
- 1,353 views

THE 'RYAN BUDGET'! Everybody Talks About 'It', But Nobody Tells You What 'It' Is – Nobody But Tobbaco That Is! Telling You This Is 'Bad' Or That Is 'Awful' Without Facts, Figures & Explanation SPECIFI...
- 1,351 views

Now White Cops Are Killing White Youths Without Reasonable Provocation! If You Didn't Think 'BLACK LIVES MATTER', Perhaps You Will Change Your Tune Now That The 'Roosters Have Come Home To Nest'! Pare...
- 1,346 views

ATTENTION BIRTHERS: President Barack Obama's Birth Certificate! I Know You Guys Could Not Find Your Own Asses, So I Publish Internet Copy Here. Now, Show Me Sarah Palin's High School Diploma! (Origina...
- 1,340 views

Supreme Court Justice, ANTONIN SCALIA, Is Dead! God Has Blessed America Today! Our Loss Is The
Gain Of Mephistopheles! May They Legislate Together Throughout Eternity! Scalia Was Epitome Of Sophistry.

HOME AFFORDABLE REFINANCE PLAN (HARP 2)! First Introduced in 2009 To Create Refinancing Opportunities At Lower Rates For Homeowners, Including Some, Who Have Already Been Rejected By Lenders.

Axiom: There Is A Flaw In Logical And Intelligent Thinking – PREDICTABILITY

Obama's Proposed Iran Deal Analysis: We Will End SANCTIONS If Iran Will Allow Us INSPECTION Of Their NUCLEAR FACILITIES! Why Republicans Will Oppose “PEACE DEAL” Regardless Of Content Because It (Like...

"As A Bonus, You'll Get A Second One Free – Just Pay Additional Processing & Handling!" How Could 'Processing & Handling' A Second $10 Or $20 Item Be Worth $15-$25 More Than 'Processing & Handling' Ju...

Fear, Inc. 2.0, The ISLAMOPHOBIA NETWORK's Efforts to Manufacture Hate in America! The FUNDERS And The PUNDITS!

U.S. Supreme Court Upholds WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT (WPA) By 7-2 Vote! After 8-1/2 Year Legal Ordeal, Fired Federal Air Marshal & Whistleblower, Robert MacLean, Vindicated By High Court.

Seattle City Council Passes $15-An-Hour Minimum Wage! What's Holding Back The Rest Of Washington State & Its 49 Sisters? + Even A Female Name On Hurricane Exacerbates The Death Toll – What's Wrong Wit...

GREECE Faces Savage Blowback For Anti-Austerity WAR – Noam Chomsky Warning In March 2015! Greek Voters Voted To Reject Austerity-Laden 'Trojan Horse', But In A Democracy, The Voters Rarely Count Unles...

"You Can't Have It Both Ways! You Can't Claim You Want Democracy And Then You're The No. 1 Seller Of Arms To Those Dictatorships!" – Safa Al Ahmad. Obama's Record Arms Sales to Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Eg...

Ted Cruz & ObamaCare! CNN's Dana Bash Did Superlative Job Interviewing Mr. "Anti-ObamaCare". She Backed Him Into A Political Corner From Which He Could Not Escape Despite Never Admitting In So Many Wo...

SOPHISTRY In Politics! Supreme Court Rules NSA Bulk Spying Illegal! Democratic President Barack Obama & Republican Senator Marco Rubio Say,
(Paraphrasing) "The perception is that the US government is ... - 1,267 views

Judicial Ruling That NYS Cannot Audit Charter Schools! If These PRIVATIZED PUBLIC SCHOOLS May NOT Be Audited, Then How Do Parents & We The People Have Any Control Over These Corporate Vultures? Desper... - 1,241 views

MORE CAPITALIST DIRTY TRICKS – This Time It's Canadian Oil Corporation, TransCanada, Requesting The Obama Administration Temporarily DELAY Keystone XL Review Of Its Permit Application Until Nebraska, ... - 1,224 views

Kentucky County Clerk Jailed For Violating Supreme Court Ruling By Refusing To Issue Marriage Licenses To Same Sex Couples Because Doing So Would Offend Her Religious Ethics! What Is Wrong With That A... - 1,216 views

BLACK LIVES MATTER! But Not To Bigot Police! - 1,211 views

Which 13 Senate DemocRATS Vote With 47 Republicans To Authorize 'Fast-Track' For Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP)? You Voters Need To Know Which RATS Are Aligned With Top 1% For Their Own Financial Adv... - 1,208 views

General Petraeus (AKA "Betray-US") Vis-à-vis Edward Snowden! Petraeus Revealed Government Top Secrets To His Girlfriend, Who Writes His Biography! Snowden Revealed Government Secrets To Expose US Brea... - 1,207 views

POLITICAL LIES & HALF-TRUTHS! NJ Governor Chris Christie Excoriates Cuba Re JoAnne Chesimard, But Ignores USA Duplicity Re Luis Posada Carriles. Beware Of Politicians At The Pulpit! One Of The Favorit... - 1,185 views

Return To Sender: Unanswered Letters To The President! Consumer Advocate, Ralph Nader, Sent Letters To The White House Re Poverty, Labor, Environment, But Never Received Presidential Answer – That's R... - 1,173 views

Tabacco

What is Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs? What motivates people, what is their motive to do their work well and how can they be encouraged to perform even better? To get a better understanding of this process, the psychologist Abraham Maslow developed a Hierarchy of Needs model in 1934, in which he described five different levels of gratification of needs. The hierarchy of needs is known as Maslow Pyramid or theory of human behavior and is still used in the corporate sector. Levels of the Hierarchy of Needs. According to Abraham Maslow people are always motivated to satisfy their needs both at home